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Description

We are our own greatest mystery. We, our brains, our minds, and our cultures remain the most complex things that we know of in the universe. Scholars who study human brains, minds, and cultures have developed means for fathoming that complexity and for getting to the heart of questions about our identity.

This seminar will examine two sorts of inquiries. The first is a substantive inquiry -- to carry out a multi-disciplinary investigation of the species Homo sapiens and of our apparent hyper-sociality. The second is, basically, a philosophical inquiry -- to examine how readily the characteristic theories and research of different disciplines can (or cannot) be connected with one another in such multi-disciplinary inquiries. This includes ascertaining conditions under which multi-disciplinary inquiries in science may evolve into inter-disciplinary inquiries.

The substantive inquiry about Homo sapiens will approach our species generally and human sociality and morality in particular at a variety of levels, including the neural, the psychological, and the socio-cultural, and with a variety of methods, including, among others, the experimental, computational, comparative, observational, and ethnographic. Readings will look at being human through investigations of human brains, minds, and cultures either from a synchronic perspective or from diachronic perspectives or from both. The seminar will include scrutiny of works from a variety of disciplines, such as neuroscience, anthropology (biological, psychological, and cultural), archaeology, psychology (cognitive, clinical, developmental, comparative, and evolutionary), and philosophy.

The philosophical issue of how and why the relevant scientific disciplines hang together as complementary inquiries in the service of acquiring knowledge constitutes the seminar’s secondary project. The readings, from the philosophy of science, will also provide analytical tools to guide reflection on the epistemological and metaphysical implications of the substantive readings in the seminar.

Not even narrowly focused seminars presume to be comprehensive. It goes without saying that a seminar, which undertakes as broad a set of inquiries as this one, does not involve such presumptions either. The seminar is an introduction to multi-disciplinary inquiry about our species and to the underlying philosophical issues that such inquiries occasion. Both the substantive and the philosophical readings are intended to be representative only.

Books and Readings

Most of the seminar’s readings will be on electronic reserve through Woodruff Library. We will be reading only one book in its entirety. Consequently, it probably makes sense to purchase a copy.

**Evaluation**

The evaluation of the performance of students taking the seminar for a grade will turn on three factors:

1. **70% of the grade will arise from a 13-15 page double-spaced paper, which is due in my mailbox in the office of the Department of Psychology or my inbox via email by 4:00 on Thursday, December 11.** Further items of note:
   - Be sure to use page numbers and to include a one inch margin at the sides and at the top and bottom of each page.
   - I will be happy to read and comment on outlines and drafts (especially) delivered to me not later than Friday, December 5.
   - You should use scientific style references with a reference list at the end. (This list is not included in the calculation of the paper’s length. Do not use the traditional MLA/humanities format using Latin abbreviations such as ibid. or op. cit.)
   - You may use either footnotes or endnotes, but the pages of the latter are included in calculating the length of the paper.
   - **You should have a preliminary meeting with me to discuss the topic of your paper by no later than Friday, November 7, preferably sooner.** (It is your responsibility to make an appointment with me to do so.) You must get your topic approved.
   - All students MUST submit a WORD file for their final paper, whether they submit a hardcopy of the paper as well or not.

2. **20% of the grade will arise from you taking responsibility for facilitating discussion about at least one of the required readings during the semester.** (Typically, this will be somewhere between one third and one half of the reading for any given session.) Considerations that are relevant include:
   - your command of the reading,
   - the organization and clarity that you bring to the session, and, most importantly,
   - your provocation of an engaging discussion.
Readings are reserved for this purpose on a first-come-first-served basis. **Students are strongly encouraged to meet with me in advance to discuss the reading and your plan for your part of the seminar session in question.** (See the addendum to this syllabus, entitled “Some Thoughts about Seminar Presentations.”)

3. **10% of the grade will arise from your participation in seminar sessions; considerations that are relevant include attendance, quantity and quality of both contributions and questions in seminar sessions, and discussions outside of class.**

**Assignments:** Required readings for each session are listed under the instruction “Read.” Other relevant readings available are listed under the instruction “See.”

**September 2**  Introduction and Models of Cross-Scientific Relations

**September 9**  The Unity of Science?


September 16  Eliminativism, Reductionism, Mechanism


September 23  Diachronic Perspectives: Evolution and Development


September 30  Cultural Perspectives and Perspectives on Culture


October 7  Culture and Human Sociality (part 1)


October 14  Fall Break

October 21  Culture and Human Sociality (part 2)
October 28
Mind and Human Sociality: Comparative and Developmental Psychology


November 4
Mind and Human Sociality: Moral Psychology


November 11
Mind and Human Sociality: A Mind Built for Social Exchange


November 18
Mind and Human Sociality: The Evolution of a Mind Built for Social Exchange


**November 25** Mind/Brain and Human Sociality: Naturally Social Minds via Nurture via Culture


**December 2** Brain and Human Sociality: Theory of Mind and Social Decision Making in the Brain


**December 9**

**Brain and Human Sociality: Neural Bases of Moral Emotions and the Virtues**


Some Thoughts about Seminar Presentations

1. Although you may spend a short time (presumably, at the beginning) summarizing the reading's contents, this is NOT what most of the time should be allotted to. In summarizing the contents (by whatever means you think will prove most effective), the focus should be on the principal positions and the principal (philosophical, theoretical, conceptual, mathematical, and/or empirical) arguments for those positions. It may often be helpful to reconstruct the intellectual context from which the reading has emerged.

2. DO NOT spend your time providing a comprehensive summary that rehearses every point in the reading. You may use Power Point, but DO NOT come with a presentation that simply goes through the text summarizing each and every move made. Your job is to help us focus on what is most important and what is most interesting. Choose the two or three (surely, no more than five) most important points, findings, developments, arguments, or criticisms that the text raises.

3. If the reading is especially polemical, then a brief rehearsal of the opposing position(s) might also be in order. Finding some way to summarize the opposing arguments and to tabulate the "score" and the reasons for the tabulation is one strategy. Pardon the sports metaphor, but an account of the points that are scored particularly effectively (and why) could also be helpful.

4. BUT, on the other hand, do NOT assume that you have to do all of the work. Actually, your major goal should be to foster a lively, constructive discussion among the seminar participants. So, you could come in and after highlighting the major arguments, throw it to them to hash out (with lots of penetrating and provocative questions!).

5. Whatever approach you decide to employ, you should come prepared as the seminar's expert on the readings for which you have taken responsibility. By that I do not mean that you have to do any, let alone loads, of secondary reading (though you are welcome to), but rather that you are going to have clear command of the reading in question. This means that if a disagreement or a question arises about its contents that the other participants cannot work out, you will be able to speak to these matters by directing us to the relevant chapter and verse (so to speak) in the text.

6. You can use whatever means you want to stir up discussion. If you use a handout, keep it to one side of a single page that focuses on the two or three items (not more than five!) that you think are really most important about the material under discussion. (Note that those most important items might include what you take as the most important criticisms of the positions.)

7. Informed, careful criticism of the reading is legitimate and welcome, however, your criticisms of any readings will carry much more credibility if you have first unequivocally demonstrated that you thoroughly understand the position you are criticizing.

8. Coming in, be prepared psychologically for the fact that you are going to get interrupted more than you probably expect and that things will not go either as smoothly or as efficiently as you are planning. Also, be prepared emotionally for the fact that I may well be the person who will be interrupting you most frequently. NOTE, do not assume that my comments are always critical. (All too often I find myself exhorting discussion leaders, in effect, to attend more carefully to the first sentence of item 4 above.)

9. You are encouraged to meet with me in advance of the session to talk over what you plan to do and how you plan to do it.